A cloud-based platform offering a comprehensive view and management of all your Sentinel devices, events, and support tickets.

- **Review and correlate critical events**
  An archive of every alert across all of your Sentinel installations, with powerful filters to find the important alerts quickly.

- **Sync configuration settings across multiple Sentinels**
  Ensure consistent geo-filtering, whitelisting, blacklisting, alert-only networks, and remote administration for every Sentinel installation.

- **Manage Threat Intelligence Feeds and create your own**
  Create custom threat feeds, manage our proprietary CINS lists, and curate hand-picked sources from the InfoSec community.

- **Monitor the status of each Sentinel device**
  Review the health and status of each Sentinel, including an event summary and their local configuration settings.

- **See all your support tickets in one place**
  Stay in contact with our support team through this ticket summary, easily organized by ticket status, with quick links to our Support Center.

“**THIS IS A HUGE TIME SAVER.**”

“I want to send big props for HQ ... The filters are the secret weapon. I can quickly find every alert and status for any given time range and drill down if I need to. If we need to dig into payloads and details for an investigation, it’s all there. It’s a real pleasure to work with this technology and this team.”

_Senior Security Analyst for a large Health Care firm_